GUIDELINE
TCA’s Innovation Award is awarded annually to a member company whose extraordinary achievement during the year is genuinely precedent setting in terms of innovation. What sets the winner apart is their willingness to think outside the box and devise new and improved ways to tackle seemingly insurmountable challenges. Guideline criteria include:

- Breaking with tradition and devising clever “new” approaches to improve performance
- Ability to create “cost effective” solutions
- Sensitivity to schedule, quality and environmental constraints
- Ethical conduct and professionalism are always mandatory
- Solutions that remain sensitive to safety protocols are also critical

NOMINATION FORM
Name of Nominated Company: ____________________________ Submission date: __________________
Address: ________________________________________________
Phone: __________________ Fax: __________________ E-Mail: __________________
Name of Principal(s): __________________________ Title(s): __________________________

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY/INDIVIDUAL: (Describe in detail—attach any photos, drawings, sketches or additional commentary that supports the submission.)

_______________________________________________________________________________

IMPACT/BENEFIT OF THE INNOVATION: (Please attach detailed description.)
Nominator’s Name: ________________________________________________
Signature: _______________________________________________________
Company: _______________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________
Phone: __________________ Fax: __________________ E-Mail: __________________

NOTE: Companies/individuals are free to self-nominate. The nominated company is aware of this nomination and is fully prepared to release all information concerning its innovation and will cooperate with TCA and its agent in any promotional or publicity activities undertaken by the Toronto Construction Association.

SUBMIT APPLICATION TO: Amanda Pontisso
Nominations & Awards Committee
Toronto Construction Association
70 Leek Crescent, Richmond Hill, ON L4B 1H1
Phone: (416) 499-4000, x 4113 Fax: (416) 499-8752
Email: apontisso@tcacnnct.com

DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF NOMINATION: 12 NOON - MONDAY, DECEMBER 7, 2020